“Welcome, The year is 2050 and the world has gone into chaos. The skies are
dark, the air is unbearable and forests nearly gone all for one thing; money”. The dark
ﬁgure turns on the television full of ads.“With the new advancements we have made in
technology we’ll be able to get more work done with less cost. Need energy, buy one
pound of coal to get your second for only 20 dollars. Here at Maximus Industries we
make the nest cars around.” The dark ﬁgure turns oﬀ the television and speaks, “It may
seem that all hope is lost but stay faithful for you may be wrong.” We see our hero
sitting in his apartment building watching the tv to catch a break from the news.
“You know Sphynx tv has gotten really boring. All you hear on the news is the
same tragedies all week and then all you see are lackluster comedies on every channel.”,
said Alex. His dog sphynx barks at the tv screen and tries to lick it. Alex then turns oﬀ the
tv as he has ﬂashbacks of his ex girlfriend who is now a famous actor on tv. Alex’s dog
then starts to scratch the door. “Alright sphynx, remember if you wanna go out you have
to wear your gas mask because the air is too toxic. Plus it's raining too so that means
you’ll have to wear your protective suit so you won't get burned.”,says Alex. Alex then
walks his dog but when he goes outside he falls into a radioactive lake that gives him control
over pollution and radiation.
Suddenly acid rain falls but Alex sends a shock in the sky that sends the rain back. “Woah
I can do that?!”,said Alex. With no time at all Alex clears the sky and the Earth looks
cleaner than ever in almost 20 years. Alex’s dog sphynx starts to tug at his gas mask and
Alex takes it oﬀ and walks sphynx home. All Alex can think about is his new powers and
what he can do with them. Alex then slowly drifts oﬀ to sleep with sphynx.
Meanwhile in a laboratory “Lord Maximus, someone has reversed our production
sequences across the nation and it seems that the air is a lot cleaner.”, said a scientist.
“Hmm scan for the source of the amount of energy released and where it’s source came
from.” ,said Maximus. The scientist then scans the area for a 300 mile radius and ﬁgures

out that Alex released that much energy. Maximus says,“Send in a security detail to
bring him to me alive.” The Security detail travels to Alex’s home ready to capture him.
The security detail then bangs on Alex’s apartment door ordering him to come out now.
Alex then races to his door and opens it only to see men holding him at gunpoint. Alex asks,
“What’s all this for?” which one of the men replies with, “We need you to come with us”
Alex is so overwhelmed that he ﬁres all the goons' guns with his radiation powers. Alex
then asks, “Who’s responsible for this?” None of the goons reply but Alex see’s the
Maximus Industries logo on one of the goons' vests. He then ﬂies all the way to Maximus
Industries headquarters. “Why are you after me? All I did was stop the pollution in the
area and you send a team of soldiers after me?!”, said Alex. Maximus replies and says, “
You shut down half of my factories costing me nearly 20,000 dollars all for some way to
stop the pollution crap.” Maximus pulls out a weapon and tries to shoot Alex but he is
zapped by his radiation powers. Alex then shuts down all of Maximus’ factories around
the world. “I’ll get you for this if it’s the last thing I do!!” said Maximus.

In the end Maximus was tried and found guilty of causing air pollution, global warming,
acid rain, and conspiracy. Now Alex has now made his super hero name “Radius ” and
he will go on a never ending quest to stop pollution.

The End

